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Abstract

Background: Allergic rhinitis includes a certain degree of autonomic imbalance.

However, no information is available on how daily changes in allergy burden affect

autonomic imbalance. We aimed to estimate associations between daily allergy

burden (allergy symptoms and mood) and daily heart rate characteristics (resting

heart rate and sample entropy, both biomarkers of autonomic balance) of adults

with allergic rhinitis, based on real‐world measurements with a wearable tele-

monitoring system.

Methods: Adults with a tree pollen allergy used a smartphone application to self‐
report daily allergy symptoms (score 0–44) and mood (score 0–4), and a Mio
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Alpha 2 wristwatch to collect heart rate characteristics during two pollen seasons of

hazel, alder and birch in Belgium. Associations between daily allergy burden and

heart rate characteristics were estimated using linear mixed effects distributed lag

models with a random intercept for individuals and adjusted for potential

confounders.

Results: Analyses included 2497 participant‐days of 72 participants. A one‐point
increase in allergy symptom score was associated with an increase in next‐day
resting heart rate of 0.08 (95% CI: 0.02–0.15) beats per minute. A one‐point in-
crease in mood score was associated with an increase in same‐day sample entropy
of 0.80 (95% CI: 0.34–1.26) � 10−2. No associations were found between allergy

symptoms and heart rate sample entropy, nor between mood and resting heart rate.

Conclusion: Daily repeated measurements with a wearable telemonitoring system

revealed that the daily allergy burden of adults with allergic rhinitis has systemic

effects beyond merely the respiratory system.

K E YWORD S

allergic rhinitis, heart rate, smartphone, symptoms, telemonitoring

1 | INTRODUCTION

Allergic rhinitis is a major concern for public health. It is a chronic

condition that involves inflammation of the nasal mucous membrane

after exposure to specific allergens such as pollen, animal dander, or

dust mites derived allergens.1 The prevalence of allergic rhinitis has

increased over the last decades, with current prevalence estimates of

up to 40% of the global population.2 Key symptoms include nasal

itching and congestion, rhinorrhoea, sneezing, itching and redness of

the eyes, and tearing.3 Besides the physical burden of experiencing

allergy symptoms, allergic rhinitis also represents a psychological

burden with detrimental effects on mood and mental health.4–6 The

high prevalence, substantial economic costs, often life‐long morbidity
and negative impact on daily functioning, sleep, mood, mental health,

and quality of life all contribute to the high burden of allergic

rhinitis.7–9

Allergic rhinitis involves effects beyond the respiratory system,

including a certain degree of autonomic imbalance (i.e. imbalance

between sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous system activ-

ity).10,11 A well‐balanced autonomic system is the result of a complex,

non‐linear interplay between the sympathetic and parasympathetic

nervous system, which enables the cardiovascular system to adapt to

constantly changing physical and psychological stressors.12 A well‐
balanced autonomic system thus results in complex and non‐linear
heart rate dynamics, which has traditionally been quantified

through time‐ and/or frequency‐domain analyses of beat‐to‐beat
intervals (i.e., conventional heart rate variability metrics).13 The

non‐linear behavior of heart rate dynamics can additionally be

captured by non‐linear metrics, such as sample entropy, applied to

time series of beat‐to‐beat intervals (in milliseconds)12,13 or heart

rate (in beats per minute).14 Higher heart rate sample entropy values

indicate a more irregular time series, and thus represents a better

adaptive capacity of the cardiovascular system to physical and psy-

chological stressors,15 enabled by a well‐balanced autonomic system.
In contrast, elevated resting heart rates can be a sign of autonomic

imbalance through excessive sympathetic activity and/or reduced

parasympathetic activity.16,17

Biomarkers of autonomic imbalance, such as elevated resting

heart rate and altered heart rate variability, are established risk

factors for hypertension, hyperglycaemia, cardiovascular disease, and

mortality.16,18–20 Resting heart rate and heart rate variability also

respond to acute stressors, such as illness onset21 or psychological

stressors,22,23 in the general population. However, and despite the

fact that adults with allergic rhinitis are constantly exposed to acute

physical and psychological stressors, no information is available on

how the constantly changing physical and psychological allergy

burden in allergic rhinitis affects their heart rate and autonomic

balance.

Telemonitoring systems, including smartphone applications and

advancing wearable technology, provide a unique opportunity to

address this knowledge gap. Allergic rhinitis has already been a

crucial case study for the development and implementation of

smartphone applications to monitor real‐world disease control,

including daily measurements of allergy symptoms and medication

intake.24–27 Wearable devices could additionally be used to measure

heart rate characteristics that are indicative of autonomic (im)bal-

ance, such as resting heart rate28,29 and heart rate sample entropy.14

Hence, daily repeated measurements of these heart rate character-

istics can allow us to examine day‐to‐day changes in autonomic

balance.

Therefore, this study aimed to examine associations between

daily allergy burden (allergy symptoms and mood) and daily heart
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rate characteristics (resting heart rate and sample entropy) of adults

with allergic rhinitis over the course of a pollen season, based on

measurements with a wearable telemonitoring system. Allergy

burden was assessed based on allergy symptoms and mood to

represent both the physical and psychological burden of allergic

rhinitis, respectively. We hypothesised that high allergy burden (i.e.

high allergy symptoms and low mood) of adults with allergic rhinitis is

associated with high autonomic imbalance (i.e. high resting heart rate

and low sample entropy) on the same and next day(s).

2 | MATERIAL AND METHODS

2.1 | Study design and participants

RespirIT was an intensive longitudinal panel study with daily tele-

monitoring of allergy symptoms, mood, medication intake, GPS

location, and heart rate during the pollen seasons of hazel, alder and

birch (January–May) of 2017 and/or 2018 in Belgium. Adults were

recruited from the general population in Belgium via advertisements

on the airallergy.be website, on social media, in newspapers distrib-

uted for free on the national railway network, and via direct mailing.

Inclusion criteria for participation were (a) being over 20 years old,

(b) living in Belgium, (c) being sensitised to pollen of common hazel

(Corylus avellana), alder (Alnus spp.) and/or birch (Betula spp.), and (iv)

agreeing to use a wearable telemonitoring system. The allergic

sensitisation was self‐reported, similar to the strategy adopted by the
Mobile Airways Sentinel networK (MASK, the Phase 3 ARIA initia-

tive).25 This strategy allowed the recruitment of a heterogeneous

sample of adults with allergic rhinitis that is more representative of a

routine care context than adults recruited in a clinical setting, as most

adults with allergic rhinitis self‐medicate when they experience

symptoms.30,31 There were no additional exclusion criteria for

participation, in line with previous MASK studies,24,32 and adults

following immunotherapy were not excluded.

The telemonitoring system consisted of: (a) a Samsung Galaxy

J1 smartphone with the RespirIT application installed to self‐report
daily allergy symptoms, mood, and medication intake, and (b) a Mio

Alpha 2 wristwatch that measured daytime heart rate at a fre-

quency of 1 Hz. Every participant received a personal oral expla-

nation on how to use the wearables and how to operate the

RespirIT application. Participants were asked to wear the wrist-

watch every day and during all activities (unless the watch inter-

fered with work safety, hygiene protocols, or during stays abroad)

from the moment they woke up until they went to sleep. Heart rate

data were transmitted to the smartphone via a Bluetooth connec-

tion. All data were synchronised with a database in the cloud when

the smartphone was connected to Wi‐Fi. A reminder to start the

heart rate measurements was sent at the beginning of every day,

and a reminder to report daily allergy symptoms, mood, and medi-

cation intake was sent at the end of every day. The research team

sporadically checked whether data was being uploaded to the cloud

database, and participants were contacted by email if this was not

the case. No further mechanisms were implemented to increase

adherence to the study protocol.

Participants with less than 10 valid days (defined as days with at

least 6 h of heart rate data and information available on allergy

symptoms, mood, and medication intake) were considered non‐
compliant and were therefore excluded. The study was approved

by the Ethical Commission of the KU Leuven University Hospital

(Belgian registration number B322201629692). Participants pro-

vided written informed consent.

2.2 | Daily allergy symptoms, mood, and medication
intake

At the end of every day, participants logged their daily allergy

symptoms, mood, and medication intake in the smartphone applica-

tion. First, participants answered the question ‘What symptoms have

been bothering you today and to what degree?’ by using sliders with

discrete values from 0 (never) to 4 (always) for each of the following

11 symptoms that are related to seasonal allergic rhinitis: wheezing,

dyspnoea, coughing, sneezing, runny or stuffy nose, itching, fatigue,

headache, bad sleep, difficulty concentrating, and irritation of the

eyes. Daily allergy symptoms were scored between 0 and 44 by

summing the individual values of these 11 symptoms.33 Second, daily

mood was interpreted as the general feeling of the participants

during the considered day and was not specifically tailored to allergic

rhinitis. Participants answered the question ‘How did you feel today?’

on a five‐point rating scale, which was translated into a daily mood

score between 0 (worst) and 4 (best).6 Third, participants listed

medications they took that specific day. These medications were

divided into the following medication classes: antihistamines, corti-

costeroids, and/or decongestants.

2.3 | Daily heart rate characteristics

Heart rate time series were pre‐processed in three sequential steps

(Python code on https://osf.io/ngyzv/) with the aim to reduce the

noise in the time series and to better capture the intrinsic speed of

the heart rate dynamics. First, missing data were linearly interpolated

when the gap of missing data was shorter than 20 s. Second, heart

rate data were smoothed using locally weighted scatterplot

smoothing with a bandwidth of 60 s.14 Third, the data were down‐
sampled to a sampling time of 10 s (0.1 Hz) by taking the centered

mean of every 10 s of heart rate data.

Two heart rate characteristics were calculated for every day

based on daytime heart rate data: resting heart rate and sample

entropy (Python code on https://osf.io/ngyzv/). Resting heart rate

was calculated for every day as the minimal value of a 5 min rolling

mean.34 An elevated resting heart rate can represent autonomic

imbalance and is a risk factor for different chronic diseases and

mortality.18,19 Sample entropy was calculated as described by Rich-

man and Moorman,35 using an embedding dimension (m) of 2 and an
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individualised tolerance (r) of 0.15 times the standard deviation of all

heart rate data of the considered participant.14 Only the first 6 h of

heart rate data per day (i.e. 6 h including 60 min per hour, including 6

data points per minute = 2160 data points) were used to calculate

sample entropy to exclude unwanted variability due to inequal time

series lengths.36 Higher sample entropy values indicate a more

irregular time series. Consequently, a high heart rate sample entropy

represents a better adaptive capacity to chronic and/or acute

stressors.15

Within‐participant outliers of daily resting heart rate or sample

entropy values were removed. These outliers were identified as

values outside 1.5 times the interquartile range below/above the

first/third quartile of all available resting heart rate or sample en-

tropy values of the considered participant.37

2.4 | Other relevant characteristics

Participants self‐reported information on age, sex, body mass index,

current smoking status (smoker vs. non‐smoker), frequency of

physical activity (less vs. at least 2 times per week 20 min of activity),

short‐term emotional distress (12‐item General Health Question-

naire), chronic respiratory problems (asthma and/or chronic respi-

ratory disease: yes vs. no), additional allergies (grass and/or dust

mites allergy: yes vs. no), and general medication use (antihistamines

and/or corticosteroids: yes vs. no). Green space cover in a 1 km

radius around the residence was determined as the cumulative area

of garden, grassland, and forest.6 A previous RespirIT study calcu-

lated personalised daily exposure to nitrogen dioxide (NO2), ozone

(O3) and particulate matter with diameter less than 10 μm (PM10) for

2–24 days (median of 6 days) per participant.33 An estimate of

average exposure to NO2, O3 and PM10 was calculated per partici-

pant as the mean of these 2–24 days. The start and end dates of the

pollen seasons of hazel, alder and birch were determined with the

AeRobiology R software package,38 based on the method described

by Pfaar et al.39

Time spent in moderate‐to‐vigorous physical activity was esti-

mated for every day as the amount of time spent with a heart rate

reserve above 40% (= resting heart rate + (maximal heart rate –

resting heart rate) � 40%),40 to control for the potential influence of

physical activity on heart rate characteristics.

2.5 | Statistical analyses

The minimal sample size was estimated with G*Power 3.1.9.7. Using a

two‐sided α = 0.05, a power of 90% and assuming a small effect size

(f2 = 0.01), a sample size of 1422 participant‐days would be sufficient
to detect statistically significant associations between daily allergy

burden and daily heart rate characteristics.

Participant characteristics and daily heart rate characteristics,

allergy burden, physical activity, and medication intake are presented

as n (%) for categorical variables and as mean (standard deviation) or

median (interquartile range) for continuous variables with normal or

non‐normal distributions, respectively.
Associations between daily allergy burden (at lags of 0, 1, and

2 days; exposure variables) and daily heart rate characteristics

(outcome variables) were estimated using linear mixed effects

models with random intercepts for participants. Allergy burden at

lags of 0, 1, and 2 days represent the allergy burden on respectively

the same‐day, previous‐day and 2 days before, relative to the day of

the considered heart rate characteristics. Models were adjusted for

age, sex, additional allergy to grass and/or dust mites, time spent in

moderate‐to‐vigorous physical activity, exposure to NO2, exposure

to PM10, medication intake, month, weekend days, and pollen sea-

sons of birch, alder and hazel. A first‐order autocorrelation structure
for the residuals was added to account for autocorrelation in the

model residuals. Exposure variables were included one at a time

(single‐exposure models) or both together (multi‐exposure models) in
distributed lag models (i.e. including lags of 0, 1, and 2 days together).

When a statistically significant association was found between allergy

symptoms and a heart rate characteristic, a post‐hoc analysis was

performed to determine the associations between each of the 11

different symptoms and the considered heart rate characteristic.

Single‐ and multi‐exposure models including only one lag of the

exposure variables at a time (i.e. single lag model) were used in a

sensitivity analysis.

Data preparation, heart rate pre‐processing, and calculations of

daily heart rate characteristics, allergy symptom scores and mood

scores were performed in JupyterLab using the Python 3.5 pro-

gramming language. Statistical analyses were performed in Jupy-

terLab using the R 4.1.2 programming language (nlme package).

3 | RESULTS

Data on a total of 72 participants and 2497 participant‐days were
included in the main analyses (Figure 1). Participants were mostly

female (65%) with a mean � SD age of 40 � 11 years (Table 1). Most

participants were also allergic to grass pollen and/or dust mites

(74%), and had no other chronic respiratory problems besides allergic

rhinitis (82%). Participants used antihistamines (n = 45), corticoste-

roids (n = 3), or both antihistamines and corticosteroids (n = 20).

Very few participants did not use standard allergy medication (n = 4).

On average 35 participant‐days were included per participant (min-

imum: 6, maximum: 116). Table 2 summarises the heart rate char-

acteristics, allergy symptom score, mood score, time spent in

moderate‐to‐vigorous physical activity, and medication intake for

all 2497 included participant‐days. Women had a higher resting heart

rate (65 � 6 beats per minute vs. 59 � 7 beats per minute; p = 0.001)

and sample entropy (0.45 � 8 vs. 0.40 � 10; p = 0.02) than men. All

values were similar in the sensitivity analysis dataset that included

4226 participant‐days from 82 participants (Appendix).

A one‐point increase in allergy symptom score was associated

with an increase in next‐day resting heart rate of 0.08 (95% CI:

0.02–0.15) and 0.09 (95% CI: 0.02–0.16) beats per minute in the

4 of 11 - BUEKERS ET AL.
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single‐ and multi‐exposure distributed lag models, respectively

(Figure 2 and Table A1 in Appendix). Post‐hoc analyses indicated

that mainly previous‐day wheezing [0.78 (95% CI: 0.22–1.34) and

0.79 (95% CI: 0.23–1.35) in the single‐ and multi‐exposure distrib-

uted lag models, respectively], sneezing [0.34 (95% CI: 0.04–0.64)

and 0.36 (95% CI: 0.06–0.67)] and irritation of the eyes [0.29 (95%

CI: 0.01–0.57) and 0.31 (95% CI: 0.03, 0.59)] contributed to this

association. Mood was not associated with resting heart rate at any

lag. Sensitivity analyses based on 4226 participant‐days from 82

participants in single lag models provided comparable results (Ta-

ble A2 in Appendix).

A one‐point increase in mood score was associated with an in-

crease in same‐day sample entropy of 0.80 (95% CI: 0.34–

1.26) � 10−2 and 0.68 (95% CI: 0.13–1.23) � 10−2 in the single‐ and
multi‐exposure distributed lag models, respectively (Figure 3 and

Table A3 in Appendix). Allergy symptoms were generally not

associated with heart rate sample entropy. Sensitivity analyses using

single lag models provided comparable results (Table A4 in

Appendix).

4 | DISCUSSION

This longitudinal study was the first to reveal an association between

daily allergy burden and autonomic (im)balance in adults with allergic

rhinitis. Daily repeated measurements with a wearable tele-

monitoring system indicated that (1) an increase in allergy symptom

score was associated with an increase in next‐day resting heart rate,
and (2) an increase in mood score was associated with an increase in

same‐day heart rate sample entropy. No clear associations were

found between allergy symptoms and heart rate sample entropy, nor

between mood and resting heart rate.

F I GUR E 1 Flow diagram of included participants and participant‐days in the main and sensitivity analyses. Valid participant days were
defined as days with at least 6 h of heart rate data and information available on allergy symptoms, mood, and medication intake. Participants
with less than 10 valid days were considered non‐compliant.
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The observed positive association between allergy symptoms

and next‐day resting heart rate suggests that an acute allergy burden
contributes to the altered autonomic balance in adults with allergic

rhinitis. This supports our hypothesis that a high allergy burden can

increase resting heart rate, in accordance to previous studies that

observed increases in resting heart rate in the general population

after exposure to negative stressors such as air pollution,41 acute

pain,42 alcohol intake,21 or acute illness onset.21 Although the effect

size of the total allergy symptom score was small, a one‐point in-
crease in wheezing increased next‐day resting heart rate to a similar
degree as the resting heart rate increase during a 5th–95th percentile

change in air pollutant concentration,41 the resting heart rate in-

crease the day after a high‐intensity training,21 or as the difference in
resting heart rate between different stages of the menstrual cycle.21

The results furthermore imply that there is a lingering effect of al-

lergy symptoms on next‐day autonomic balance. The trend toward a
positive association between allergy symptoms and same‐day resting
heart rate in the main and sensitivity analyses suggests that the ef-

fect of allergy symptoms on autonomic balance might already start

on the same day. The trend toward a negative association between

allergy symptoms and resting heart rate at lag 2 was not observed in

the sensitivity analyses and might be due to chance.

The positive association between mood and same‐day sample

entropy highlights the link between mental and physiological health.

Previous studies identified lower time‐domain and non‐linear heart
rate variability metrics, conceptually close to heart rate sample en-

tropy, in patients with major depressive disorder compared to

healthy peers.43 In bipolar patients, a non‐linear heart rate variability
metric comparable to heart rate sample entropy increased when

transitioning from a pathological to a healthy mood state.44 Our

study found an association between more subtle, day‐to‐day mood

changes and alterations in heart rate sample entropy (representative

of autonomic balance), which can possibly only be detected by means

of daily repeated measurements with a wearable telemonitoring

system over a prolonged period of time. Of note, the association

observed in our study might be the result of a bi‐directional rela-
tionship between heart rate sample entropy and mood.45

In contrast to our hypothesis, allergy symptoms were found not

to be associated with heart rate sample entropy at any lag. Meth-

odological differences (e.g. real‐life setting vs. provocation tests,

heart rate sample entropy vs. conventional heart rate variability

metrics) might explain the discrepancy between our results and

previous studies that identified alterations in heart rate variability

metrics after inducing allergy symptoms in a provocation test.46,47

There are some research implications of our study. The devel-

oped methodology (Python code available on https://osf.io/ngyzv/)

can allow future studies to examine changes in autonomic imbalance

at a high resolution (i.e. day‐to‐day changes) based on heart rate

measurements with affordable, user‐friendly wearable technology.

This can reveal how different types of stressors can affect autonomic

imbalance, and whether heart rate characteristics can be predictive

of adverse events (e.g. allergy symptoms onset). A similar association

between mood and heart rate sample entropy as found in our study

could furthermore be expected in the general population, as our

assessment of mood was not tailored to allergic rhinitis. From a

clinical perspective, the results point out that allergic rhinitis and the

TAB L E 1 Participant characteristics, presented as mean
(standard deviation) or n (%).

Participants
(n = 72)

Sex, female – male, n (%) 47 (65)–25 (35)

Age (years)

Continuous, mean (SD) 40 (11)

<30, n (%) 14 (19)

30–39, n (%) 22 (31)

40–49, n (%) 19 (26)

≥50, n (%) 17 (24)

Body Mass index (kg·m−2), mean (SD) 24.4 (4.6)

Current smoker, n (%) 2 (3)

Physical activity, < 2 � 20’/week, n (%) 12 (19)

Short‐term emotional distress (GHQ‐12 score)

Continuous, median (IQR) 1 (3)

<2, n (%) 36 (58)

≥2, n (%) 26 (42)

Chronic respiratory problems

Asthma, n (%) 11 (15)

Chronic respiratory disease, n (%) 0 (0)

Both, n (%) 2 (3)

Neither, n (%) 59 (82)

Additional allergies

Grass, n (%) 24 (33)

Dust mites, n (%) 6 (8)

Both, n (%) 23 (32)

Neither, n (%) 19 (26)

Medication

Antihistamines, n (%) 45 (62)

Corticosteroids, n (%) 3 (4)

Both, n (%) 20 (28)

Neither, n (%) 4 (6)

Residential green space cover

within 1 km (ha), mean (SD)

151 (60)

Exposure to air pollution

Nitrogen dioxide (μg/m3), mean (SD) 23 (7)

Ozone (μg/m3), mean (SD) 50 (9)

Particulate matter with diameter less than

10 μm (μg/m3), mean (SD)

22 (5)

Abbreviation: GHQ‐12, 12‐item General Health Questionnaire.
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TAB L E 2 Heart rate characteristics,
allergy burden, physical activity and
medication intake for 2497 included

participant‐days.

Participant‐days (n = 2497)

Heart rate characteristics

Resting heart rate (beats per minute), mean (SD) 62 (8)

Sample entropy, mean (SD) 0.42 (0.11)

Allergy burden

Allergy symptoms (score 0–44), median ([IQR]; min–max) 1 ([0–5] 5; 0–37)

Mood (score 0–4), median ([IQR]; min–max) 3 (3–3; 0–4)

Physical activity

Moderate‐to‐vigorous physical activity (minutes), median [IQR] 34 [14–64]

Medication taken

Antihistamine, n (%) 1070 (43)

Corticosteroid, n (%) 519 (21)

Decongestant, n (%) 18 (1)

F I GUR E 2 Associations between allergy symptoms and mood, and resting heart rate expressed as β coefficient (95% CI) of a linear mixed

effects model with random intercepts for participants and including exposure variables at lags of 0, 1, and 2 days together (distributed lag
model). Higher allergy symptom score indicates more severe symptoms, higher mood score indicates better mood. Models were adjusted for
age, sex, additional allergy to grass and/or dust mites, time spent in moderate‐to‐vigorous physical activity, exposure to nitrogen dioxide,

exposure to particulate matter with diameter less than 10 μm, medication intake, month, weekend days and pollen seasons of birch, alder and
hazel. Also a first‐order autocorrelation structure for the residuals was added. Multi‐exposure models were additionally adjusted for the other
exposure variable at lags of 0, 1 and 2 days.
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daily allergy burden can have systemic effects beyond merely the

respiratory system.

There were some limitations of the study. Firstly, allergy symp-

tom and mood were self‐reported through a questionnaire that has

not been formally validated, which may have added a certain level of

unwanted variability in the data. Secondly, the recruitment strategy

based on advertisements may have been a source of selection bias, as

technophiles and/or active adults might be more inclined to partici-

pate in a study that makes use of wearable devices. This might have

contributed to the relatively high adherence to the study protocol, in

combination with the fact that participants were motivated to

participate due to concerns about their allergy symptoms and/or

interests in the outcomes of the study. In addition, adherence to the

app might be higher on days when participants experience allergy

symptoms.32 Nevertheless, the low allergy symptom scores for most

days (median [IQR] of 1 [0–5]) indicates that adherence to the app

was also high on days with little to no allergy symptoms. Thirdly, the

low day‐to‐day variability in daily allergy burden might have reduced
the statistical power of our analyses. Hence, the observed associa-

tions between daily allergy burden and heart rate characteristics

might be an underestimation of the true associations. Fourthly, we

could not test the role of decongestant intake on resting heart rate,48

due to the low proportion of participant‐days on which de-

congestants were taken (1% of days). Fifthly, sample entropy values

depend on the chosen parameter values (m and r), and the sampling

time and length of the heart rate time series. Hence, sample entropy

is considered a relative metric.36 This complicates the interpretation

of effect sizes, establishing minimal important differences and the

comparison with values in other populations. Lastly, potential effect

modification related to days with versus without intake of antihis-

tamine, corticosteroid or decongestant could not be examined

because this analysis would mainly stratify between participants

(participants who regularly take antihistamines, corticosteroids or

decongestant vs. those who do not) instead of stratifying between

F I GUR E 3 Associations between allergy symptoms and mood, and heart rate sample entropy expressed as β coefficient (95% CI) of a

linear mixed effects model with random intercepts for participants and including exposure variables at lags of 0, 1, and 2 days together
(distributed lag model). Higher allergy symptom score indicates more severe symptoms, higher mood score indicates better mood. Models
were adjusted for age, sex, additional allergy to grass and/or dust mites, time spent in moderate‐to‐vigorous physical activity, exposure to
nitrogen dioxide, exposure to exposure to particulate matter with diameter less than 10 μm, medication intake, month, weekend days and
pollen seasons of birch, alder and hazel. Also a first‐order autocorrelation structure for the residuals was added. Multi‐exposure models were
additionally adjusted for the other exposure variable at lags of 0, 1 and 2 days.
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days with versus days without antihistamine, corticosteroid or

decongestant intake within the same participant.

Important strengths of the study include the large dataset of

2497 participant‐days and the longitudinal design with on average 35
repeated measurements per participant. A cross‐sectional design
might not have been able to detect the associations that were

revealed by the daily repeated measurements in our study. Another

strength is the novelty of the approach, combining convenient

wearable technology with relatively simple algorithms that can

translate continuous heart rate measurements into clinically relevant

metrics. This approach does not require inconvenient electrocardio-

graphic measurements of the time intervals between consecutive

heart beats (in milliseconds) that would be needed to calculate con-

ventional heart rate variability metrics,12 and can therefore easily be

adopted in future telemonitoring studies that perform continuous

heart rate measurements (in beats per minute) with user‐friendly
wearable devices. The approach is furthermore representative of

daily life reality in adults with allergic rhinitis, as opposed to con-

ventional, laboratory‐based provocation tests.

This was the first study that used a wearable telemonitoring

system to show that daily allergy symptoms and mood are associated

with daily heart rate characteristics in adults with allergic rhinitis. A

higher allergy symptom score was associated with an increased

resting heart rate on the next day, while a higher mood score was

related to a more irregular, healthier heart rate on the same day.

These results emphasise the role of daily allergy symptoms and mood

in the autonomic (im)balance of adults with allergic rhinitis. The

presented approach can furthermore easily be adopted in future

telemonitoring studies that aim to examine changes in autonomic

imbalance at a high resolution.
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